
 

Dear Parents, 

How’s it going? I only managed to get my boys to sit and do school work for 20/30 mins 
today and most of that was maths as that is what they prefer.  Some of your children 
may have managed more than this and some less.  Please remember that these are 
extraordinary times and the most important thing is that your families are happy and as 
stress free as possible. 

I managed to listen to Joe Wick’s P.E. lesson this morning.  My aim tomorrow is to 
attempt at least 10 minutes of the session- watch this space! 

Here are our attempts at rafts- 

  

      Mine- it has a flag!                                        Adam’s- no flag but would probably survive a channel crossing! 

 

The packs explained- a reminder 

The pack contains three levels for most of the activities.  There is a page of questions for 
each level, with the level indicated by a coloured star with a letter- D,E,GD.  The levels 
are- Developing (D), Expected (E), and Greater Depth (GD).  If you /your child are 
unsure, which level is suitable I suggest trying a question from the Expected page and 
then adjusting.   

Best wishes and sandy hugs (we cleaned out the sand pit today), 

Julie Simpson 

Tuesday 24th March 2020 

Maths 

1) Ordering numbers (revision)  from the pack – complete the second page for 
your child’s chosen level.  These questions will have PS (problem solving) or R 
(reasoning) in the bottom right hand corner. 

Teaching reminder- ascending means the numbers get bigger/greater. 

                                 descending means the numbers get smaller. 

2) Timestables Rockstars – 10/15 mins (We will put some challenges on at a later 
date) 



 

English 

1) What is a clause? (revision) from the pack, complete the second page for your 

child’s chosen level. These questions will have an A (application) or R (reasoning) in 
the bottom right hand corner. 

Teaching reminders - A noun is an object, person or place e.g. table, Bury St. 

                                  Edmunds, Mrs Simpson. 

                                  A verb- an action/doing word e.g laugh, think. 

                                  A clause- is a group of words containing a verb and a noun or 

                                                 pronoun (I,she,they etc). 

                                  A main clause- is a clause that makes sense on its own e.g.  

                                                           I have a cat. 

2) Diary writing- what has your child done to pass the time? 

3) Reading- encourage your child to read for at least 15 minutes. 

 

PE/French 

Here’s a link to a BBC video recapping French greetings. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1--ks2-mfl-french-greetings-with-ben-
shires/zdpdvk7 

Challenge your child to practice the greetings on you! 

Fun idea 

I know how much Lime Class love David Walliams- for the next 30 days he is 
releasing an audio story from his book, The World’s Worst Children 3, each day! 

Here is the link- 

https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/elevenses/ 

*** disclaimer- I haven’t read or listened to these stories*** 
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